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ABSTRACT: Chemical cross-linking combined with mass
spectrometry provides a method to study protein structures
and interactions. The introduction of cleavable bonds in a
cross-linker provides an avenue to decouple released peptide
masses from their precursor species, greatly simplifying the
downstream search, allowing for whole proteome investiga-
tions to be performed. Typically, these experiments have been
challenging to carry out, often utilizing nonstandard methods
to fully identify cross-linked peptides. Mango is an open source
software tool that extracts precursor masses from chimeric
spectra generated using cleavable cross-linkers, greatly
simplifying the downstream search. As it is designed to work with chimeric spectra, Mango can be used on traditional high-
resolution tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) capable mass spectrometers without the need for additional modifications.
When paired with a traditional proteomics search engine, Mango can be used to identify several thousand cross-linked peptide
pairs searching against the entire Escherichia coli proteome. Mango provides an avenue to perform whole proteome cross-linking
experiments without specialized instrumentation or access to nonstandard methods.

P roteins are specialized molecules designed to carry out
innumerable functions in a cell. These functions rely not

only on the abundance of individual proteins but are critically
dependent upon localization, conformation, and interactions
between assemblies of proteins. Chemical cross-linking
combined with mass spectrometry (XL-MS) is emerging to
hold great potential for interrogating conformations and
interactions that exist within cells1−4 and elucidating how
these networks of interactions can change under different
conditions5,6 XL-MS experiments have been growing in
number and appeal over recent years due to the extensive
potential applications of cross-linking data.7 Cross-links within
and between proteins provide physical distance constraints that
can be used to predict structures. These constraints can be used
alone in ab initio folding for improved structures8 or to filter
and refine models from homology templates.9,10 They can also
be combined with complementary structural determination
tools, such as cryo-EM11 or X-ray crystallography12 to
potentially produce higher quality structures by restricting the
possible solution space. In vivo cross-linking experiments
uniquely allow for large-scale quantification and monitoring
of protein conformational dynamics,6 which can be used to
visualize physical effects on conformations and interactions of
drug target proteins, as well as off-target effects in cells. Another
unique aspect of cross-linking experiments is the ability to
identify direct host−pathogen interactions on a structural
level,13,14 providing a lens through which to visualize molecular
details of pathogenesis of a variety of bacteria and viruses.
Cross-linking experiments in the past have typically utilized

stable-backbone cross-linkers, such as BS3 or DSS, which

produce a chimeric spectrum of two peptides with known
combined mass but unknown individual peptide masses. With
only the precursor mass of the pair to limit the search space, a
significant number of peptides or combinations of peptides
must be considered and scored with proteome-wide searches.
The number of these combinations that will need to be
evaluated is quadratic with respect to database size, which
makes use of stable-backbone cross-linkers difficult in whole
proteome analyses. Despite the complexity of data generated by
these cross-linkers, many tools have been developed for
evaluating such data sets. These tools implement strategies to
reduce the number of peptide pairs that need to be considered
for any given spectrum,15−17 which partially mitigate the effect
of a large database. A promising development has been the
implementation of scoring optimizations that facilitate open
window searches to find peptides with unknown modifica-
tions,18 which is a prominent issue in searching cross-linking
data. Regardless of the methodology employed to search these
types of cross-linking experiments, statistical power is lost when
each spectrum has a large number of candidates. These
problems of quadratic candidate expansion and minimal
statistical power are not inherent to all cross-linking experi-
ments but come about with the use of noncleavable cross-
linkers. Cleavable cross-linkers have provided an alternative to
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stable backbone cross-linkers by reducing the quadratic search
problem to a linear one.
Cleavable cross-linkers such as Protein Interaction Reporter

(PIR),19 DSSO,20 DSBU,21 and others incorporate bonds that
can be cleaved predictably in the gas phase. These molecules
are engineered such that cross-linker bond cleavage yields two
released peptides, which permits the decoupling of the
individual cross-linked peptides from their precursor. Once
released peptide masses are determined and thus rather than a
single quadratic search, two traditional narrow window linear
peptide searches can be performed instead. Normal peptide
searches are linear with database size, so cleavable cross-linkers
perform well in complex biological samples which necessitate a
large database. Some commercially available cleavable cross-
linkers, such as DSSO20 and DSBU,21 utilize a characteristic
doublet pattern to identify released peptide masses to simplify
the search problem and enable the use of a full proteome
database. When combined with a tool like XlinkX and an
instrument capable of serial fragmentation,22 DSSO can be used
to study complex cross-linked lysates. Some newer instruments
now have native support23 for XlinkX, but high throughput
cross-linking experiments remain difficult without access to
hardware capable of serial fragmentation.
Hardware requirements and limited instrument control have

been a long-standing barrier for optimal use of cleavable cross-
linkers on a proteome wide scale. Real-time Analysis of Cross-
linked peptide Technology24 (ReACT) is an XL-MS technique
developed for dynamic discovery of protein interaction reporter
(PIR) cross-linked peptides.25 ReACT uses high-resolution
hardware26 and software modifications on an LTQ-FT to
efficiently identify cross-linked peptides. This method incorpo-
rates multiple fragmentation and isolation events to produce
spectra of the individual cross-linked peptides at the MS3 level.
While this method produces individual peptide spectra
compatible with traditional search tools and has produced the
majority in vivo cross-linked peptides now residing in the
database of cross-linked peptides XLinkDB,27,28 it comes at a
significant time cost inherent to incorporating multiple scan
events. Recently, ReACT has been used to construct libraries
that allow for either spectral library searches29 or PRM-based
quantification of previously identified cross-linked peptides,
extending some benefits of the methodology to instruments
only capable of MS2. A limitation of spectral libraries is that no
new cross-linked peptide pairs can be identified during an
experiment, which restricts the scope of experiments reliant on
these libraries. Extension of PIR identification capabilities to
MS2 measurements in the absence of required spectral libraries
can significantly extend PIR experiments to many other
laboratories.
To help address the need for improved cross-linked peptide

identification capabilities, here we present Mango, an open
source search tool for use with CID-cleavable cross-linkers and
PIR-technology for the identification of novel cross-links.
Mango employs logic similar to ReACT to identify cross-linked
peptides but requires only the capability to produce high
resolution MS2 spectra, making the methodology adaptable for
use on many commercially available and commonly used mass
spectrometers. Unlike other cross-linking search tools, Mango
is capable of efficiently analyzing data from cross-linkers with
symmetric fragmentation which lack characteristic doublets,
even when a full proteome database is used, and it has a
standard output format that is compatible with various
traditional peptide search tools.

■ METHODS

E. coli Cell Culture, Cross-Linking, and Digestion
Conditions. E. coli (K12) was grown to stationary phase in
LB media. E. coli cells were pelleted at 1500g for 10 min and
washed with phosphate buffered saline (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM
KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4) followed by cross-
linking buffer (180 mM sodium phosphate pH 8.0). The cell
pellet was gently resuspended in 500 μL of cross-linking buffer
and biotin aspartate proline-N-hydroxyphtalamide (BDP-
NHP), synthesized by solid phase synthesis,24 was added to a
final concentration of 10 mM. After 1 h at room-temperature
any remaining reactive cross-linker was quenched with the
addition of 1 mL of 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate. After
quenching, the cells were again pelleted, the cross-linking buffer
was removed, and the cells were resuspended in 100 mM
ammonium bicarbonate. Urea was added to 8 M, and then the
cells were lysed by sonication using a GE-130 ultrasonic
processor. The lysed samples were reduced with 5 mM Tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine for 30 min at room temperature and
then alkylated in 10 mM iodoacetamide for 45 min in the dark.
The samples were diluted 10-fold with 100 mM ammonium
bicarbonate to reduce urea concentration to 0.8 M, and the
proteins were then digested overnight at 37 °C using trypsin
(Promega). Digested samples were desalted using C18 sep-pak
columns (Waters).

Strong Cation Exchange Fractionation and Affinity
Enrichment. The desalted peptide samples were fractionated
by strong cation exchange (SCX) chromatography using an
Agilent 1200 HPLC system equipped with a Phenomenex Luna
SCX column. A binary linear gradient consisting of buffer A (5
mM KH2PO4, pH 2.6, 30% acetonitrile (ACN)) and buffer B
(5 mM KH2PO4, pH 2.6, 30% ACN, 350 mM KCl) was applied
at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min for 97.5 min as follows: 0% B at 0
min, 5% B at 7.5 min, 60% B at 47.5 min, 100% B at 67.5 min,
100% B at 77.5 min, 0% B at 77.51 min to completion.
Fractions were taken every 5 min starting at 17.5 min, and
fractions were pooled as follows: 1−5, 6−7, 8, 9, 10, 11−14.
Fractions 1−5 were not processed any further. The remaining
fractions were then reduced to a final volume of 1−2 mL by
vacuum centrifugation and pH adjusted to a pH of 8.0 with 1.5
M NaOH. After pH adjustment, each sample was incubated for
1 h with 100 μL of UltraLink monomeric avidin (Thermo-
fisher) with gentle agitation. The avidin matrix was washed 5
times after this incubation period using 3 mL aliquots of 100
mM ammonium bicarbonate, and cross-linked peptides were
then eluted off the avidin beads by two additions of 500 μL of
70% acetonitrile−0.5% formic acid. The resulting eluent was
concentrated by vacuum centrifugation.

LC−MS/MS Data Acquisition Description. Peptides
recovered from the avidin matrix were analyzed using an
EASY-nLC 1000 coupled to a Q Exactive Plus mass
spectrometer. Samples were fractionated over a 60 cm × 75
μm inner diameter fused silica analytical column packed with
ReproSil-Pur C8 (5 μm diameter, 120 Å pore size particles) by
applying a linear gradient from 90% solvent A (0.1% formic
acid in water), 10% solvent B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile)
to 60% solvent A, 40% solvent B over 240 min at a flow rate of
300 nL/min.
The mass spectrometer was operated using a data dependent

analysis (DDA) method performing one high-resolution
(70 000 resolving power (RP) at m/z 200) MS1 scan from
400 to 2000 m/z followed by MS2 (17 500 RP) on the 20 most
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abundant ions with a charge between 4+ and 8+ inclusive
detected in the MS1. Parameters for MS2 scans included an
automatic gain control target of 50 000 ions, a maximum ion
accumulation time of 100 ms, an isolation window of 3.0 m/z,
and a normalized collision energy of 30. A dynamic exclusion
window of 30 s was used to reduce redundant picking of the
same parent ion. MS2 spectra were processed using Mango
2017.01 rev. 0 beta 2, whose output was searched using
Comet30 2017.01 rev. 2.
The same samples were subsequently analyzed using a Water

NanoAcquity UPLC coupled to a Thermo Velos Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer26 (Velos-
FT). The chromatography gradient employed is identical to the
one previously described. The Velos-FT was operated using the
ReACT method,24 where one high-resolution (50 000 RP at m/
z 400) MS1 scan from 400 to 2000 m/z is taken and followed
by an MS2 (50 000 RP) on the most abundant ion of at least
the 4+ charge. In real time, if a pair of peaks fulfills the mass
relationship (precursor mass = reporter ion mass + peak 1 mass
+ peak 2 mass) within 20 ppm tolerance, then each peak is
targeted for 2 additional low-resolution MS3 scans in the ion
trap. MS3 spectra were searched using Comet 2017.01 rev. 2.
Software Description. Mango is an open source tool

written in C++ and hosted on GitHub (https://github.com/
jpm369/mango) developed for facilitating the identification of
cross-linked peptides at the MS2 level. Broadly, Mango is a tool
for extracting released peptide masses from MS2 scans of cross-
linked peptides that outputs a searchable file with multiple
precursors for each scan that correspond to candidate released
peptide masses.
Mango takes an mzXML31 file and a Mango parameters file

as its inputs. Mango utilizes Hardklör32 to preprocess
experimental spectra, performing charge deconvolution and
deisotoping to reduce spectral complexity. These reduced
spectra are then used to identify pairs of peaks that may have
been generated by a cross-linked species. Mango loops through
all of the peaks in a deconvoluted MS2 spectrum to identify
pairs of peaks that fulfill the mass relationship for a cleavable
cross-linker within some user-specified tolerance (eq 1). The
added requirement of the mass relationship reduces the
complexity of the search from quadratic to linear with respect
to the number of peptides in a database, analogous to a
traditional narrow-window DDA search. This reduction in
complexity allows for cross-linking searches to be carried out
using an input database containing thousands of proteins
without a quadratic increase in search time or loss of statistical
power. If a scan contains at least one pair of peaks that fulfills
the mass relationship, then each pair of peaks in the spectra that
fulfill the mass relationship are written to an ms2 file as a
potential precursor mass in place of the MS1 precursor mass
isolated. Herein Mango was operated using the following
settings: mass_tolerance_relationship = 10.00 ppm, mass_to-
lerance_peptide = 20.00, reporter_neutral_mass = 751.406080
Da.
The modified ms2 files as output by Mango can be directly

searched by Comet (version 2017.01). Comet searches were
performed with the default settings and the following changes:
mango_search = 1; variable modifications, 15.9949 M; required
modifications, 197.032422 at an internal K. Comet loops
through the list of released peptide masses in the precursor
header of the file and uses each mass identified by Mango as a
precursor mass to perform a narrow window search for that
spectrum. Comet scores all fragments that could be generated

by each linear precursor mass but does not score fragments
containing the second peptide (Figure S1). This results in
computing a cross-correlation score, E-value, and all other
standard Comet metrics for each precursor mass queried,
facilitating established downstream analysis. A custom param-
eter option in Comet 2017.01, mango_search, directs Comet to
also provide a unique identifier for each pair of released peptide
masses in a scan to facilitate reassembling the individual linear
identifications into a cross-linked identification. This identifier
is appended to the spectrum title and contains a pair index and
the letter A or B to indicate which identifications should be
paired (e.g., 001_A and 001_B). Corresponding linear peptide
identifications are paired together according to their unique
identifier, and then the results are filtered to a 1% FDR using a
target-decoy based filter at the peptide-spectrum match (PSM)
level. A PSM for a pair of cross-linked peptides refers to the pair
of peptide assignments to a single spectrum. FDR filtering was
performed by first assigning a cross-linked pair of peptides an
E-value equal to the worse33 of the two E-values assigned by
Comet. Each spectrum is then assigned its best scoring pair,
and then selecting an E-value cutoff to limit final results to
contain no more than 1% of the pairs that contained one or two
decoy hits. This FDR metric was validated searching cross-
linked and non-cross-linked samples using a variety of reporter
masses in Mango (Figure S1).

■ RESULTS

Identifying Released Peptides Masses Using Mango.
Cleavable cross-linkers provide an avenue by which the
individual masses of a pair of cross-link peptides can be
determined. In recent years, a number of search tools have
emerged that take advantage of the predictable fragmentation
products of cleavable cross-linkers to reduce the number of
pairs of peptides that must be scored to identify a cross-linked
species.22,24,34 However, some of these methods require
instrumentation capable of MS3, or equipped with other
nonstandard capabilities, to generate suitable data. Mango
provides a tool to facilitate whole-proteome, in vivo cross-
linking experiments using a standard Orbitrap-based or other
high-resolution mass spectrometer.
Mango makes use of the same mass relationship, originally

implemented in ReACT,19 to target candidate cross-linked
peptide masses on-the-fly. Instead of utilizing this information
in real-time which requires specialized methodology, Mango
utilizes this relationship only in postprocessing of spectra,
allowing a number of CID/HCD-enabled mass spectrometers
to be used in conjunction with Mango. This mass relationship
is simply a formulation of the conservation of mass, namely,
that a cross-linked species will fragment to produce two species
whose neutral masses sum together with the reporter mass to
match selected precursor ion neutral mass with tight tolerance.
For a bifunctional cross-linker, this equation can be generalized
to

= + +MS Precursor Xlink reporter MS mass MS mass1. . 2. 1 2. 2

(1)

where the reporter is a constant that corresponds to the cross-
linker specific mass offset determined by its specific structure
and fragmentation products. For example, in BDP-NHP, a
biotinylated peptidic cross-linker, this reporter mass stems from
the biotinylated region of the molecule with a mass of 751.4106
(Figure S3). In DSSO, this reporter mass does not correspond
to a physical species but rather stems from the mass defect
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resulting from pairs of the light or heavy stump modifications
compared to the mass modification associated with the intact
cross-linked pair22 (Figure S4).
Since the reporter mass of a cross-linker can be determined

from its structure or measured experimentally and provided as
an input to eq 1, the problem of identifying candidate released
peptide masses is quadratic with respect to the number of peaks
in a spectrum. Mango loops through all of the peaks in a
tandem mass spectrum, generating all combinations of peaks
and evaluates their sum, reporting any that fulfill eq 1 within a
user-specified mass tolerance. Empirically, approximately 5
times the expected mass accuracy of the instrument appears to
be the optimal tolerance to limit the number of candidates
considered without losing many true or forward hits (Figure
S5). Increasing the mass tolerance to higher values results in a
large number of spectra having many candidate pairs (Figure
1). The increased number of candidates to score increases

downstream search time and decreases statistical power, which
can lead to an overall lower number of identifications after FDR
filtering (Figure S5).
A novel feature of Mango among cross-linking analysis tools

is that it does not contain a native peptide search engine and
instead outputs an .ms2 file encoding all pairs of masses that
fulfill eq 1 as a precursor mass for the scan from which they
were extracted from. A .mgf output file is also available that lists
each precursor mass query as a separate scan for search tools
that will not handle multiple precursor masses per spectrum,
allowing alternative search engines to be used (Figure S6, Table
S1). This will facilitate the integration of Mango into existing
pipelines without the need for significant change to existing
postprocessing and analysis methods. Mango can be used as a
preprocessing step before peptide scoring, and the appropriate
peptides can be paired together at the end of all postprocessing
steps to identify their progenitor cross-linked species.

Figure 1. Effect of tolerance on the number of putative released peptide pairs found using Mango across an entire data set. High mass accuracy
improves the results obtained with Mango, as it allows for a reduction in the tolerance of the mass relationship utilized for identifying candidate
released peptides. A tighter mass tolerance reduces the number of candidates that must be scored for any given spectra in a downstream search,
which improves both search time and statistical power.

Figure 2. Mango identifies pairs of peaks (purple) in an MS2 spectrum that fulfill a mass relationship within some tolerance. These masses can then
be used by a peptide search engine, such as Comet, to perform multiple narrow window searches on the same spectrum, twice for each pair of masses
output by Mango. These sequential narrow window searches yield a peptide identification for each mass in the pair based off observed fragments for
each peptide (red and blue). These identifications can then be paired using a unique identifier assigned by Mango to identify the initial cross-linked
species isolated.
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Whole Proteome Cross-Linking at the MS2 Level.
Mango and Comet were used to identify cross-links generated
by cross-linking E. coli in vivo with BDP-NHP. BDP-NHP is a
biotinylated-peptidic cross-linker capable of penetrating cell
membranes,35 allowing it to preserve protein−protein inter-
actions in their native context during in vivo cross-linking
experiments. For this strategy, it is necessary to produce
fragment ions for both the intact released peptides as well
backbone fragment ions corresponding to the amino acid
sequences of the released peptides (Figure 2). The intact
fragments are necessary for Mango to be able to identify
candidate masses that can effectively constrain the search, while
peptide backbone fragment ions are necessary to assign primary
sequences for the peptides.
Comet was used to search the output of Mango from an in

vivo cross-linking experiment. After Mango has extracted
candidate released peptide masses, the subsequent database
search is identical to a normal peptide search, which is linear
with respect to database size. Consequently this pipeline can be
used to search for cross-links from the whole E. coli proteome
(4309 target and 4309 decoy proteins).
Across single injections of five SCX fractions, Mango and

Comet were able to assign 4170 PSMs (Table S2), mapping to
2334 nonredundant peptide pairs at less than or equal to 1%

FDR (Figure S7). These identifications are not evenly
distributed across all fractions but rather concentrated in the
later fractions (8−14) which are enriched for highly charged
species by SCX (Figure 3A). Beyond being able to identify
thousands of cross-linked peptide pairs in a single sample, these
can also be found with reproducibility similar to traditional
DDA runs with duplicate analyses (Tables S2 and S3) yielding
roughly 75% overlap due to the stochastic nature of DDA
sampling (Figure 3B).
While Mango as presented is applied to a PIR cross-linked

sample, it is agnostic to the cross-linker and can work with any
cross-linker for which a mass relationship (eq 1) can be
formulated. To test this, Mango was used to identify cross-links
from published DSSO cross-linked HeLa lysate data22 (Figure
S8, Table S4).

Comparison with ReACT. Mango’s performance was
compared directly to ReACT, a dynamic MS3-based method
for identifying cross-links. In contrast to Mango, ReACT is able
to dynamically target candidate released peptides masses for
MS324 increasing the certainty in fragment assignment by
avoiding chimeric spectra. However, ReACT requires 2 high-
resolution scans and 4 low-resolution scans totaling to
approximately 3 s to fully query a cross-linked peptide pair,
which limits the depth of coverage and reproducibility in very

Figure 3. Summary of Mango analysis of a cross-linked E. coli sample. (A) Number of nonredundant IDs found in each SCX fraction analyzed after
FDR filtering. (B) Overlap of nonredundant peptide pairs identified post-FDR filtering between technical replicates of the same 5 SCX fractions.

Figure 4. Summary of comparison between Mango and ReACT for a whole proteome in vivo cross-linking experiment. (A) The per fraction
comparison between Mango and ReACT. (B) The overall overlap of nonredundant peptides post-FDR filtering identified by Mango and ReACT.
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complex samples. While MS2 chimeric spectra containing
fragments from both peptide sequences are more difficult to
score than independent MS3 spectra of peptides generated by
ReACT, each cross-linked pair can be investigated more quickly
by eliminating the MS3 requirement entirely and acquiring
lower resolution MS2 spectra. The combination of both these
measures produces nearly an order of magnitude more
investigations per analytical run, at the cost of increased
ambiguity in fragment assignment associated with chimeric
spectra.
The same fractions of the E. coli sample analyzed in the

previous section were analyzed using ReACT on the Velos-FT
and compared to the results achieved by Mango. This data set
consisted of 273886 HCD-MS2 spectra from the Q-Exactive
Plus for Mango, and 30916 CID-MS3 spectra from the Velos-
FT generated by ReACT. In each fraction, Mango was able to
identify at least 50% more nonredundant peptide pairs as
compared to ReACT (Figure 4A). Overall, Mango identifies
2334 nonredundant peptide pairs compared to ReACT’s 1135,
which are mapped to 1974 and 1002 unique lysine−lysine site
interactions, respectively. However, a greater fraction of paired
ReACT spectra are successfully assigned a high-confidence
PSM, indicating that the identification improvements presented
by Mango can be largely attributed to having a larger number of
queries compared to ReACT.
Comparing the overlap of nonredundant PSMs from the two

data sets reveals that each method identifies exclusive sets of
cross-linked peptide pairs (Figure 4B), despite the overall
increase in results achieved with Mango. The lysine−lysine site
level shows a similar trend as the peptide level, with the two
methods sharing 675 unique interactions. While some portion
of these missed identifications can be explained by the
stochastic sampling employed, differences in the fragmentation
strategies between the two methods may further explain some
missed identifications. ReACT utilizes multiple isolation and
fragmentation events to produce fragments from one released
peptide at a time with a traceable relationship to the cross-
linked peptide pair first isolated from the MS1. Mango instead
relies on a single isolation and fragmentation event to produce
fragments that correspond to both species. Intuitively, one
would expect that the characteristics of cross-linked species that
provide good fragmentation for Mango may not be identical to
those that produce good spectra in ReACT. It is likely that
some pairs of peptides are difficult to identify from chimeric
spectra due to one peptide fragmenting significantly better than
its partner,33 a problem which is alleviated in ReACT by
isolating and fragmenting each peptide individually. Ultimately
this suggests complementarity between Mango and MS3-based
methods, where there is a trade-off between the increased
sampling rate enabled by producing chimeric spectra versus the
time-intensive independent isolation and fragmentation of
individual peptides offered by a method like ReACT.

■ CONCLUSION

XL-MS provides a unique way of interrogating protein−protein
interactions in their native cellular context. Knowledge of the
identities of these interacting proteins and the structures of
their assemblies can provide insight into a variety of biological
systems. Here we describe Mango as a high-throughput
solution for in vivo or in vitro cross-linking experiments that
requires accurate mass MS/MS capabilities that are widely
available in many laboratories.

Mango has been employed successfully in conjunction with
Comet for identifying a large number of cross-linked peptides
in a complex in vivo cross-linked E. coli sample using a Q-
Exactive Plus for data acquisition. These results compare
favorably to those acquired using an MS3-based cross-linked
identification strategy, but the two data sets also show
complementarity. The depth of sampling achievable by
Mango could likely be improved with dynamic fragmentation
whereby each species is fragmented at multiple energies to
expand the cross-linked peptide space Mango is able to sample.
While Mango is presented here using BDP-NHP and a Q-
Exactive Plus, the software is agnostic to the cross-linker and
instrument used, requiring only that a CID-cleavable cross-
linker be used on an instrument able to acquire high-resolution
MS2 spectra.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Greater detail about some of the parameters used in
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Table of results from the Msfragger data presented in
Figure S6 (Table S1); table of results from the first and
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(Tables S2 and S3); and table of results from the
searching a DSSO cross-linked sample (Table S4)
(XLSX)
Examples of annotated MS2 spectra (Figure S1) from
using Mango-Comet; analysis of searching non-cross-
linked samples and using incorrect parameters in mango
(Figure S2); structure and fragments produced by BDP-
NHP and how these parameters are used in the Mango−
Comet pipeline described (Figure S3); structure and
fragments of DSSO and how to derive appropriate
parameters for Mango’s mass relationship and a
subsequent search (Figure S4); effects of varying the
mass tolerance parameter on final number of search
results (Figure S5); example of using Msfragger to search
Mango’s output and how these results compare to
Comet (Figure S6); distribution of e-values for targets
and decoys from the Mango−Comet pipeline, and how a
false discovery threshold is estimated (Figure S7); and
example of searching DSSO, a cross-linker which yields
characteristic doublets during fragmentation, cross-linked
sample using Mango-Comet (Figure S8) (PDF)
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